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Huma n Factor Engin eer

Exp ert Mat che s Men and Mac hine s
SOURCE: OPI
If you've ever fumed bacause
the appliance switch was
unhandy, the dials were
unreadab le, or that some
machine seemed to be designed
for a physical dwarf or mental
giant instead of an average
person, you're in good com·
pany.
It's these small and
sometim es large - problems
that are the province of Dr.
Alphonse Chapanis, who is a
visiting professor at the
University of Missouri-Rolla
this week. Dr. Chapanis is an
expert in human factors
engineering
designing
machine s for human use, taking
into account human ability and
limitations.
While such problems may be
merely
an
everyday
frustratio n, they can be the
cause of serious - sometimes
fatal accidents.
This was the case during
World War II when technology
was
making such rapid
progress . After receiving his
Ph.D. deg'r ee in psychology at
Yale in 1942, Chapanis, a
reserve officer, was called into
service. He was assigned to
Wright Air Development Center
to study possible psychological
problems with the design of
aircraft.
.
He found problems of a kind
he hadn't anticipat ed -:- "a
mismatc h
of
men
and
machine s," he says. There
were such things as identical
side-by-side aircraft control
knobs, easily mistaken by
pilots, oxygen face-masks that
didn't fit (there were only three
sizes) - literally life-and-death
factors.

These and other World War II
studies were the beginning of a
new field - human factors
engineering.
.
Since 1946, Chap an is has been
at Johns Hopkins University
where he established the first
engineering
psychology
program in the world.
"Now there are 55 universities around the country that
offer the program - and we
cannot educate engineering
psychologists fast enough to fill
the demands of industry, " he
says,
Chapanis 's research has
ranged over a wide area of
people-and-machines
topiCS.
These include such things as
vision,
experimental
psychology, computer science,
VISion, statistics and experimenta~ design. His findings
show up in such everyday
things
as
color
recommendations for best visibility
and in the keyboard design of
the push-button telephone,
For the past nine years,
Chapanis has headed the
Communications
Research
Laborato ry in the departme nt
of psychology at Johns Hopkins.
Recent studies have been on
telecommunications systems,
especially long distance conference calls. Now the group is
working on what Chapanis calls
the "man-co mputer interface ."
"Specifically we are trying to
design a 'user-friendly' computer," he explains. "We are
trying to design a computer so
that a first-time user can sit
down without any instruction
and start to use it. All instruction s will be self-contained
on the computer itself and the
language designed so that it is
natural and easy to use."

STUCO Blo od Dri ve
Be low Av era ge
By KEN HARDY
The Student Council Blood
Drive held here two weeks ago
resulted in the collection of 430
units of whole blood. This
amount was sixteen percent
below the goal for this drive,
and twenty-three percent below
the average goal for UMR.
Duane
Dierschow,
the
Student Council Blood Drive
Chairma n, said that the cold
weather that week could be
partly to blame for the short·
fall, Also, two whole fraternities

were prohibited (rom donating
because one or more of their
members
had
infectious
mononucleosis, Dierschow also
cited the popularly held
misconception that two months
must pass between donations .
He said that it is safe to give
blood every six weeks if
necessar y,
The next Blood Drive takes
place on April 23 and 24. The
Student Council hopes for a
better response then. The drive
will be more than two weeks
before exams, so students need
fear not dulling their response .

Chapanis has been a consultant for many governmental
agencies and industry, and
recently was asked to write a
human factors evaluation of
human errors in the Three-Mile
Island Nuclear Plant accident.
He is irritated when accidents
are attribute d simply to human
error - "because that doesn't
tell you what to do about it," he
explains.
"Sure,
people
make
mistakes ," he says, " but the
solution is to try to design
around
these
potential
mistakes - first to reduce the
possibility of error and second
so that if a person does make a
mistake, it will not have any
unintended consequences. "

Dr. Chapa nis, Huma n Factor s ~xpert
(Photo by OPI)

UM Cu rat ors Pass
Fe e, Ho us ing In'c rea se s
SOURCE :OPI

proposed
$3.00
University oecause of inflation, have in·
creased at a much faster rate
Increase s in student activity Center fee increase was not which
has produced the
fees and housing charges for the supported so that fee is undepleted reserve fund and
University of Missouri-Rolla changed.
In explaining the need for the limited facility improvements.
campus were approved here
today by the University of housing increase Joseph D,
Wollard, UMR's executive
This increase is designed to
Missouri Board of Curators.
Effective 'the fall semester , director of Administrative fulfill that obligation, enabling
1980, the double occupancy Services, pointed to increasing the campus to make badly
replacements .and
housing rate for the Quad operating costs and a need to needed
Complex at Rolla will increase make improvements in the remodeling in the Quad ComQuad
Complex
.
plex.
$189 to a total of $1,699 for the
"We should accomplish an
The five dormitories and
academi c year. Rates at
acceptab
le level of main· Rayl Cafeteria, wmch make up
Thomas Jefferson Residence
tenance,
provide timely repairs the Quad Complex, were obHall will remain $100 higher,
increasing to $1,799. Propor- and replacem ents plus main- tained between 1950 and 1966.
tionate increases were ap- tain an adequate reserve as an Only essential maintenance and
proved for the summer session. obligation to our debt service," no remodeling has been made
Married student apartmen ts Wollard said. "However, for on these facilities since then.
UMR has hired an architect
were increased $15 a month to a many years our rates have not
range of $145 to $175, $160 to $175 been such that we could to prepare plans for remodeling
generate full support for these and renovation of the Quad
monthly with utilities,
Complex . The present plan is to
Student activity fees were items."
Housing rates at Rolla over complete this work over the
increased a total of $5,75 per
the
past
10 years have in- next five or six years at an
semester , effective this summer. The increase raises the creased at a rate of only about estimate d minimum annual
fall semester activity fee to 5.3 percent. Operational costs, cost of about $150,000.
$65.75. The second semester fee
is $58.25 and the summer fee is
proportional on a per hour
basis.
Specific student activity fee
increase s include $,50 each for
the
Rollamo
(yearbook ),
Miller Gong Show Pg.3
Missouri
Miner
(student
newspaper) and the student
DOE Follies Pg.5
social and recreational budget;
$1.50 for KMNR-FM (student
radio station);
$2.50 for Tanni ng Salons Pg. 11
athletics ; and $.25 for general
lectures.
Koeni g's Krazin ess Pg. 7
UMR
students
recently
conducted a referendum on
Willia
activity fee increases,_ ~ Karen
b Athle te Pg. 15
"
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equation. The unsuspecting
student rejoices. Surely I can
work that one out! Receiving a

IGrou ndwoves
Greetings, fellow culture
lovers! Groundwaves needs
help
WAAAAAAAAGH
desperately! But, seriously
folks, (heh, heh, figure the
odds), with all the socially and
politically disturbing events
taking place in the world today,
you'd think I could think of
something interesting (or at
least amusing) to write about.
Well, I could write about Iran,
but then I don 't really know
anything about the country,
except, of course, that if they
switched places with Alabama,
the capital would be Birmingham (or would it be
Montgomery?) . So that more or
less kills that subject. I could
talk about the draft, but Arlo
Guthrie already did that. About
the only thing I might add is
that I'm already having myself
sustom (a Scottish way of
spelling " custom") fitted to a
kilt for the big move in case my
number comes up (Anybody
know how to play "Eyes of the
World" on the bagpipes? It

might come in handy over
there). So, that leaves me with
nonsense. Well, I was listening
to the half-speed master 01
"Abbey Road" last week on the
GDebs request show <God! Did
it good!) and I had to jump up
and scream in a fit of total,
exhilarant joy for at least 45
seconds after "A h. Darlin ·...
when suddenly, it struck me!
SPLATTT- The Beatles owned
Auxiliary Enterprises! I mean,
think about it! What was
probably the biggest moneylOSing company in music
history ? Apple! So, what
happened after they completely
fell under? They made a
desperation deal with the
University of Missouri to
operate Aux. Ent. at a prespecified loss for an indeterminate period of time so
that the U. could always
balance its unorthodox profittaking with a huge, gaping loss
(from our pockets of course)
through Aux. Ent. I mean, you
gotta admit, they had to be

RAVENOUS?
364·3214
Call

Goafather

Pizza

In the Forum
Plaza Shopping Center> ..._ _ _...
Rollo, Mo.

comnli~.t~

t

nrAAIAm

Window
~mt!.~ppi n 9
(Conl;n"ed

and hit him squarely on the head ... it gave him a
concussion. Clifford's latest endeavor is the
revolutionary oxygen bomb. In his own words : "It's
really an anti-bomb. The enemy launches its hydrogen
bomb, and we intercept it with our oxygen bomb in half

the atomiC proportion. The

professionals at losing money,
right? Who but a professional
could manage the biggest
money-making musical group
in the business at the time and
still come out in the red? These
guys probably lose three or
four hundred dollars every
time they go to the bathroom!
They gotta have a system
worked out. Go to a cheap
burger jOint, hand the sweetlooking sixteen year old behind
the counter a fifty for a two-fifty
meal and take off before she
can give you change. What does
the sweet-looking sixteen year
old do? Report it to the boss?
Hell no! She stuffs the change
down her training bra and
proceeds to get the entirety of
Rolla High School drunk the
following Friday night. If that
doesn't make her popular,
nuthin' will. Why didn't I think
of this before? I mean, it's so
obviOUS! Hey, wait a minute that means that if anybody 's got
the corner on a Beatles reunion,
we do! DIGIT! The BEATLES
for St. Pat's? Dynamite! Well,
how about it, Jess? We can
work it out, ya know what I
mean? Heh, heh. Awww, I knew
deep down there had to be a
good reason for that student
activities fee raise! Now,
everybody, don't chide Jess too
much about this, I mean, I
guess I kinda blew his cover but
ya gotta let the man work at his
own pace - don't wanna cramp
his style, ·ya know? I'm sure '
he's got a real BIG surprise in
store got us . We're just
. waiting', Jess ! Here's watts
happening this week:
(Continued on Page 12)

re~ult IS

1\\'0 pari, IlIl'lr

hydrogen bomb to our one part oxygen bomb. This
eliminates the danger of radiation, but now we're faced
with the problem of disposing of a new bomb with the
power of a 100 megaton water balloon."
Clyde Feeley. BA Pbllosophy. Class of 1920.
MSM's first philosophy major, Clyde Feeley
astounded
his entire graduating
class by
philosophically proving that he didn't exist.
Clyde spent the next thirty years of his life searching
for an answer to man's problems. Possessed with the
hope of finding the key to the eternal mysteries, he
studied the ancient Greek philosophers, the
Renaissance writers, and even the skeptical modern
thinkers. His life was dedicated with helping man
reconcile himself. Then, August 4, 1953 at 7:33 a.m. he
found the answer . He raced out into the street shouting,
" I've got it! I've got it! !," and then he was hit by a
cement truck in the rush hour traffic .
Aqemus LInt, BS Computer Science, Class of 1927.
Truly a man of vision, Artemus Lint studied computer science at a time when there was no computer
science. Immediately after graduating, Artemus
accepted the only available job in which he could punch
little holes in little cards - a railroad conductor. And
for the next twelve years it appeared that the genius of
the man would go unnoticed forever. But a lucky stroke
in 1939 supplied him with enough money to retire. His
uncle had the stroke.
Returning to MSM, hw spent the next few years
writing the first crude computer program . He
carefully transcribed each statement into computer
language on a coding sheet of his own composition, and
then marched into the basement of Harris Hall where
he has been patiently waiting the past 25 years for an
unoccupied key punch machine.

SIX NEW SPINE·CHILLING
RUTH REND ELLS

GRELLNER SALES & SERVICE, INC.
presents its .
THIRD ANNUAL

MILLER GONG SHOW
at the ATTIC LOUNGE

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1980
8:00 P.M.
Contact our campus reps:
Jerry Fredericks at 364-5226
Joe Gabris at 364-2930

but
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student's attention on Ute part
where the error came in. Thus,
little by little the professor

Forum Plaza

364·5432 Open 9·9 Mon.·Sat.

Gong Show Is Back

Dean Robertson deals a round of blackjack at SU B/s Casino Night.
( Photo by Cook)

Brus h your teeth and comb
your hair, the 1980 Miller Gong
Show is coming to town . Next
Wednesday, F ebruary 27, 1980
Miller
Brewing
Company,
Grellner Sales & Service, a nd
The Attic Lounge will present
the 3rd Annual Miller Gong
Show . The Attic will have
reduced prices from 7 p.m .-12
a .m ., a nd the first act begins at
8 p.m . With Chuck Barris on
vacation, the guest host will oe
UMR 's world famous Greg
IHicks. The contest is open to
both students and townspeople.
Prizes will be presented for
Best Act, Worst Act, and most
Unique Act. The judges will bp

Brian Wagner-President of the
St.
Pat's
Board,
Mark
Suellentrop-President of Theta
Tau Omega, and Ed Latimerpast President of the Inte rfraternity Council.
Again, the contest is open to
both students and townspeople.
All acts will be limited to ten
minutes. You need not playa
musical instrument to enter,
however, you must supply your
own costumes and props. For
more information or apcontact :
Jerry
plications
Frederick-364-5226, Joe Gabris364-2930, or The Attic Lounge364-1058. Be sure to attehd this
first St. Pat's Psych-Up.

New Heating Equipment
To Burn Cheaper Coal
Thursday, February 21, 1980
SOURCE:OPI
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Self-Improvement

Exercises Offered
A twelve- week program of
exercises for self-improvement
for the s tudents and public has
bee n pl a nned by the SelfImprove ment E xercise Group
of the Cote rie of F ac ulty Wives .
Unde r thi s pro gram . the pa r ticip a nts will learn si mpl e
an cient ori e nt a l exerc ises to
keep their bod ies in a physica ll y
fit condition a nd free from
di so rders. The key to good
health is fl e xibility of the spine .
acceler a ted
In
addition .
relaxation techniques for in -

work will be taught through the
medium of breathing a nd
thought process. Discussion
sessions will include I a) an
explan a tion of the process of
confli ct and fear in one 's min d
a nd 'how one ca n altain freedom
from these mal a dies and I b )
hints for bealth throu gh ea tin g
wholesome food and sprouts.
T he program starts Wednesd ay. Feb ru a ry 27, at 6:30
p.m . in the Missouri Room of
the University Ce nter . They a re
free for everyone _

r r eased E' ffi ciencv in rt ay to rt av

Missouri Miner
The MISSOURI MINER is the official publication of the students of
the University of Missouri at Rolla. It is published weekly at Rolla,
Missouri. The MISSOURI MINER features activities of the students
and faculty of UMR .
Editor
Business Manager
Managing Editor
News Editor

Bill Frank
Betsy Ha~ks
Bob Burchett
Marilyn Kolbet

364-8115
364·4780
364-5156
364-7416

News Staff: Paul Braun, Ken Hardy, Mike Dunnermann, Mary Ford,
Karen Downer.
Features Editor

Linda Ponzer

364-3150

Features Staff: Diane Nau, Kate Busher, Bob Koenig, Cornelia
Hecker, Ray Luechenfeld.
Sports Editor

Chris Ransom
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Sports Staff: John Crow, Gerry Goeke, Chris Wilson.
Photo Editor

Daryl Seck

364·9769

Photographers: Dave Caswell, Paul Schaeffer, Phil Cook.
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Valentine's Day Massacre of 1980
PI-\Y :;UcK'::>

The bid includes ash handling
eqUipment and mechanical fly
ash collectors for the University
of Missouri-Rolla. The fly ash
collectors will serve existing
boilers, the ash handling
eqUipment will serve _ both
present boilers and a new one to
be insta lled later.
Once installa tion Of th is ash
eqUipment is completed, some
time in the summer of 1981 ,
Rolla will be able to burn
Missouri coal rather than the
more expensive coal now being
used. Joseph D. Wollard,
executive director of Administrative Services at UMR ,
says this savings could amount
to an estimated $200,000 a year '
at today 's prices.
Money for this eqUipment is
part of the $5 million appropriated by the Missouri
General Assembly in the
summer of 1979 for heating
plant improvements at the
Rolla Campus. However, since
that time , EPA air quality
standards
have
changed,
specifying
additional
requirements including those
for the new boiler.
As a result, the University of
Missouri presently has before

additional air quality eqUipment required and a different
new boiler which · will accommodate the burning of
Missouri coal and wood chips.
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This St. Pat's Day...

Don't be tee'd off! *
(About T-shirts, we m ean)
If your Frate rnity, Soro rity. C lub or
Tea m is "tee'd off. " let us "tee" you back
on with T·shirts fr om PSP. No kidding . We
specia lize In the college ma rkel. We are II
young co mpa ny with new, innova llve ideali
for T·shlrts. Quality you ca n't beat. a t
p!kg tha t ma ke our competition nervous.
A lot of compa nies pr int T·shlrts. but
few can come close to offe ring Ih e f8SI .
acc ura te, pe rsona l se rvice we fee l our
c us to me rs deserve. If you need advice
abo ut design, styles. or wh a teve r you
may need, PS P will be the re to help. And
we'll give yo u a s traight lin e. no pus hy
salesmen . no fa st lalk. no small print. Just
the besl -,' %'&! T·s hlrt a round!

Th e s hirts an d jac kets below a re only
a s mall pa rt of our line tha t includes
football jerseys , golf s h irts , pocket
shirts . a nd s weats hirts, In a lmost eve ry
colo r im agi na bl e!
But we don't stop there . Ru m pe r
sticke rs. poste rs, bulto ns. a nd even pla s tic
drink glasses for your ne)l t pa r ty a re a ll a
pa ri of th e PSP line. We've go t what it
lakes 10 promote your na me, idea , or
special eve nl with class, style, a nd
im a gination. AU U la kes is a ph on ~ call
We'll eve n pay for that.
T·shirls a re a part of toda y's lifes tyle.
Don', bg tge'd oH Aher a ll. wh e n \1.'3 5 t he
la s I time yo u didn't rea d a T·s h irl ?

341-4809

Subscriptions are available to the general readership at a rate of 56 per
semester.
Articles and photos for publication in the Miner must be in by 9:00
p.m. on Monday before printing on Thursday. We are subscribers to
the National News Bureau.
THE MISSOURI MINER
T-1, 3414235
University of Missouri·Roila
Roila, MO 65401

A bid for $933,300 for heating
plant equipment on the Rolla
Campus - was awarded here
today by the University of
Missouri Board of Curators to
Harold G. Butzer, Inc., of
Jefferson City .

the state's Gen~ral Assembly a
Supplemental Appropriations
Request for an additional
$2,250,000. This money is needed
to meet inflationary costs,
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equation. The unsuspecting
student rejoices. Surely I can
work that one oU ~ iving a

student's attention on tbe part
where the error came in. Thus,
little by little the professor
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In Ten Years--

Space Shuttle Flights To Be Ro-u tine
By NINA BONDAROOK
NaUOII8l News Bureau

You may be aboard one of the
at least 500 space shuttle flights
within the next 10 years, even if
you have heart ailments,
diabetes and other health
problems.

"They are people who will not
have
to
have
high
qualifications. They will not
have to be pilots," he said of the
payload specialists. " They will
have to be experts on that
part icul ar pay load ."
When the shuttle program
began in 1968, Mark said
President
Nixon
told

reserarchers that the Initial
estimated cost of $22 billion was
too much and should be cut in
half. When they presented· their
first proposal, he again ordered
the cost slashed by 50 percent,
finally settling on $5.5 billion for
the program.
Costs have escalated, and to
date, the program has cost

about $13 billion. " In addition,
there have been about $2 billion
in
unantiCipated
cost
overruns," he said.
The program has run into
major problems ; finding a
suitable method of fuel delivery
to power the main engine and
perfecting the heat shield in the
shutt1r>' ' '

r,\· l l' ~ ·l ')J·

But, he said, both problems
can be corrected and the first
shuttle mission should take
place within a: year.
So get ready for your own star
trek.
Nina Bondarook is a writer
and photographer based in
Colorado Springs.

Secretary of the Air Force
Hans M. Mark, who was appointed to the post in July 1979,
said after rigorous testing, the
Air
Force
and
National
Aeronautic and Space Administration has discovered
that just about anybody can go
into space. "In a few years,
quite a few people will have
been in space and it will not be
an unusual thing to have gone,"
Mark said.
Dr. Mark made his comments
during a recent visit to the Air
. Force Academy in Colorado
Springs as part of its
Distinguished
Speakers
Program. During a presentation to more than 2,000 cadets,
military personnel and the
public, he said, "Space flight is
very much easier and more
benign than we thought." In
fact , he said, a group of test
s ubjects over age 70 were found
fit to travel by shuttle.
The shuttle program is a joint
effo rt between NASA and the
Air Force. There will be two
la unch sites: Vandenberg Air
Force Base, California, and the
Kennedy Space Center in
Florida . The Consolidated
Space
Operations
Center,
recently announced by the Air
Force as the location of one of
two mission operations centers,
will be constructed in Colorado
Springs. The civilian operations
site will be at Johnson Space
Center in Texas, he said.
" It's especially important for
those of us in the Air Force to
think a bout it ( the shuttle)
beca~se
of the military
potential
potential for
national security." It is a clear
indication that the United
'S tates is capable of the kind of
achievements that make us a
great nation. "
Each -shuttle flight will be
operated by an astronaut-type
pilot, a co-pilot, and a mission
specialist. An additonal four
pasSengers trained to handle
cargo will make the journeys,
hesa.id.

~A
!pe~~1»A
DELICIOUS MEXICAN
FOOD
Mexico City Style
Steaks-Sandwiches

Now S.rvlng
SOPAIPILLAS
Closed Mondays
Hwy. 63 S_ Rolla

364·1971

A world of careers in Aerospace
for tomorrow-minded college graduates.
See our
representative
on campus
March 6,7

tion . Overall. we have over 300 contracts including 4 major contracts over
150 million dollars each extending into
the 1980's. They include the external
fuel tanks for the Space Shuttle, Space
Launch Systems. litan, Space and Defense Systems including the new generation mobile Missile X.

Opportunities Now
Within these areas are many entrylevel growth positions that offer
practical experience in the ad vanced state of the engineering
art. Such fields as· Software· Test·
Propulsion • Thermophysics •
Careers Begin Here
Structures· Mechanisms·
If you're considering a career in Dynamics· Stress· Materials· Misaerospace.you won't find the challenge sion Analysis • Product Develop·
greater nor the work more rewarding ment • Industrial Engineering •
than at Martin Marietta. Work in such Logistics· Integration· Systems·
exciting areas as Command and In- Guidance & Control· RF Systems·
formation Systems. Solar Systems. Communications· Data Handling·
Space Satellites. and Payload Integra- Power Systems • Payloads & SenOur Denver Division has many new
opportunities awaiting co llege
graduates. Major facilities are located at
Denver. CO.; New Orleans. LA.; and
Santa Maria. CA.

sors • Quality • Safety and Manufacturing.
In addition to job opportunity the
company's comprehensive program of
employee benefits has a financial value
equivalent to approximately forty percent of the employee's income. Included are: Company-paid insurance.
performance sharing plan, retirement
plan. vacation , education reimbursement and long term disability plan .
Interested graduates please contact
Martin Marietta Aerospace. Attn: College Relations, P.O. Box 179 (#D63! 0)
Denver. CO 80201.
""'ARTIN ""'ARIETTA

Martin Marietta is an Affirmative Action
Employer actively seeking the Handicapped and Veterans.
.
National Security regulations require
United States Citizenship.

DOE: Stranger Than Fiction
from

Reprtated

World

Reeearcb, IDt
By BECKY HABER

BIG BUSINESS MAKES
HUGE PROFIT ON OIL. The
headlines go on and on ; again,
the public is fooled . According
to a recent article in the Los
Angeles Herald Examiner the
breakdown on a gallon of
gasoline which sold (early 1979)
for 78.9 cents in California, goes
as follows: 33.5 cents to Saudi
Arabia; 20.6 cents for various
U.S. government departments ;
2.0 cents to the oil company; 1.2
cents to dealers and the
remaining 22.6 cents to cover
. costs. Head li nes should be
changed to: BIG GOVERNMENT PROFITS AGAIN!
The vice president of a small
Kansas company, Highway Oil,
which operates 225 independent
gas stations, went to the
Department of Energy to argue
that regulations are destroying
his firm. According to the vice
president of Highway Oil, Mr.
Gaffey, DOE encouraged his
company to invest $300,000 in
gasahol production equipment.
The company needs gasoline to

run the eqUipment, but DOE
won't let them have it. Much to
Mr. Gaffey's dismay the DOE
agreed that the regulations
were bad for the company, and
one top DOE official sees no
relief in sight. The DOE has a
backlog of 5,000 such complaints.
Well, DOE is letting them
have the gas, but certainly not
in the form the company can
use .
During the height of the
energy crisiS, the Department
of the Navy used 64 aircraft to
fly 1334 officers to Las.v egas for
a reunion at a cost of more than
$191,000.
. All of this, and the government wants us, the taxpayers,
to quit being so wastef~l?
The
National
Science
Foundation is helping us (at
least they think so) even more
than the DOE. They have spent
$84,000 to try to find out why
people fall in love; $81,000 to
study the social behavior of the
Alaskan Brown Bear; $25,000 to
study how people react to a
picture of an octopus in a
barnyard; and $112,000 to
examine the African climate

during the last Ice Age - that's
just nam ing a few! !
The Department of Energy is
having trouble making up its
mind with regards to our
energy crisis. Ftrst of all in May
1979 they urged oil refineries to
put more of. their crude into
gasoline and less into heating
oil, which previously was for bidden. In m id-M ay, the DOE
changed its mind again, this '
time about the U.S oil companies dealing with foreign
markets; earlier the oil campanies were urged to stay out of
the foreign market but now
DOE is urging them to buy
more crude abroad. And, early
in '79 the DOE decided that we
had an abundance of natural
gas and asked industrial users

to

radiation than people received
downwind of the Three Mile
Island nuclear plant at the
height of the accident. This
scared the people in attendance
and Senator Glenn announced
" This hea ring is adjourned ...
What can $34,000 do for you,

Then, we have the National
Ins titute on Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism which has spent
millions of dollars to find out if
drUnk fish are more aggressive
than sober fish, (that's always
nice to know, you may want to
buy a drunk fish r ather than a
sober one); if young rats are.
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burn as m uch us possible.

Confused ? So are we.
Senator Johh H. Glenn, Jr.
m . Ohio) was surprised during
a recent subcommittee hearing
on nucelar power. A scientist
witness produced a Geiger
counter and took a reading in
the Dirksen Building hearing
room. Come to find out, the
construction stone was emitting
250 millirems of radiation - a
higher dose of background

the taxpayer? It will tell you
that the Department of Energy
mOE) is running smoothly.
(Now, we'll be able to sleep
nights. ) This recent $34,000
study was authored by the
people who worked with James
Schlesinger in setting up the
department.

more likely than adult rats to
drink booze in order to reduce
anxiety ; and if rats can be
systematically turned into
alcoholics. Maybe this means
we shouldn't put any cheese
which contains beer, wine, etc.
into our mousetraps?

- ~' I'M lW.IN'

V", 1 111l1li"

'IIII1STlf A.r V"',
lWY ...

Seeing the need f o r change ,

Ford didn 't demand laws to hassle horses.
Bell didn't lobby against late letters.
Ca rver didn't demonstrate against spoiled soil.
And the Wright brothers didn't file

St Pat's

qj~cece~
On Sale In tbe Student Union.

Stocking Caps-3.S0
Sweatsh i rts-6. 00
CAN YOU IMAGINE WHAT THE WORLD Hats-3.S0 Mugs-3.00
Flyin'g Discs-l.SO
WOULD BE LIKE IF THEY HAD?
Garters-.7S
Buttons-.SO
Bumperstickers-.25
a class action suit against gravity.

Fam ine will nol be sl opped by people ca r ry lllg placa r ds III p arades. Famine 11'111 be
h o can fix IIlt rogen cht'ilply ai /Ow temperature and Jo u'
sl opped by those m en " O
pressures and bnng IIIlrogen l erllllZers 10 Ih e lI ·orld. by Ihe geneliclSls who •..,11 be abl e
10 breed plan Is wllh high lYSine. Iry plOphalle amlm elhlOlllll e contenl ill Ihelr proleln. 11
""II nol be effecl ed by slogans and bumper Slickers.
- Professor Paul Sal/man
Vnll'. CaMorllla. San Dle~o
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equation. The unsuspecting
student rejoices. Surely I can
work that one out!_ Recei~ing a

By WAYNE SCHMIDT
Only I'll more weeks until we
start hearing that old familiar
cry of "SNAKES.". That's right
starting March 3rd "the
Snakes" will again come out of
their winter hibernation (do
snakes hibernate ?) only to
invade the campus of UMR. But
have no fear good people of
Rolla because of course there
will be the ever present, (ever
sadistic ) Freshmen, armed
with shillelaghs, to kill the
snakes and clear the way for St.
Pat.
And as not to make the freshmen girls feel left out, let me
remind you all that are expected to make walking sticks
so that you too can join in the
action.
Moreover so that the transfer
students get into the fun let me
take this opportunity to inform
you that you 're expected to
wear green ties on campus
starting March 3 until March 12.
Finally, and equally important, it's time for all your
guys to start growing that hair

Features
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student's attention on tbe part
where the error came in. Thus,
little by little the professor
com.nl iIUlJ..&l.C! t b,Q, nrnhuun

hut

on your face and you girls, Gee I
don't know, you could always
start growing it in your pits.
Did you know?
That the St. Pat's Dance was
formerly the Coronation Ball
and that started out as a
masqued ball in 1913 during
which St. Patrick led and
reviewed over one hundred
masqueraders? Or the Queens
float was started in 1953 in order
to carry the Queen and her
court in the parade. However,
in 1915 the first coronation of the
first St. Pat's Queen ever
crowned anywhere took place
and she was MISS Helen
Baysinger of Rolla. This is the
one thing that really set the
Rolla celebration apart from
imitation celebrations such as
those of MIZZOU .
Futhermore in 1919, when
Toots Schuman was St. Patrick,
Miss Edna Kiel of St. Louis,
daughter of Governor Kiel
(after whom Kiel Auditorium in
St. Louis is named) was
crowned St. Pat's Queen.
So it was
But who asked
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Recycling - Nature's Own Way

Found Poem
The following poem was found in a February issue of
the 1954 Miner.
.
A fierce wind howled and raged about
The day Fickle Fate faked Fratrat out.
Twas dark and Wild, Frank left the dorm
All bundled up, he braved the storm.
"This is the worst to say the least.
Tis no fit day for man nor beast. "
Said he, "I fear I will get lost.
Oh dig this crazy holocaust."
All night he'd strained o'er notes and book
No copy had he of the final, poor schnook.
To pass he needs to make an E,
But he was not too slick, you see.
So he studied doggedly, night and day,
This sucker chose the honest way.
Oh, the snow lay heavy o'er the town,
And a mighty.wind bent poor Frank down.
It knocked him one way and the other,
It really was a nasty mother.
Poor Frank staggered through the storm.
His cash_m ere coat scarce kept him warm
When finally he arrived and sat,
A glacier was formed on his hat.
The professor passed the finals around
They were two feet thick and weighed a pound.
But Frank was sure this test he'd cool
He knew each fact and every rule.
"I'll have no cheating," the professor said.
"If you dare talk, I'll knock you dead."
And when the test was under way
A friend in softest tones did say,
"Oh, I say, Frank, you are unzipped."
A great embarrassment poor Frank grillped.
He clutched. "This can't be true," said hO
e.
"How humiliating, oh woe is me."
The professor leaped toward Fratrat's seat.
"I heard you speak, you little cheat.
1'11 have no chea tin g on my tes t. ··
Despair lay hard in poor Frank's breast.
"Hand in your paper, wretch ill-starred.
The Dean will punch your T.S. card ."
And thus the fickle finger of fate
Pointed at Frank, he got the gate.
The moral of the story is
Never think you've cooled a quiz.
....

<I

••

."'. ~ -i-....

Nature provides us with
many examples of how to live.
When we say "natural," we
connotatively
mean
those
things which parallel to Mother
Nature as closely as possible.
Human litter, for example, is
often classified as unnatural
because it mars the environment. Consequently, if we
examine nature and follow the
guidelines
established
in
nature, we will be living as
naturally as humanly possible.
Recycling is abundantly
present in nature. Bodies of
water partially evaporate into
the air, forming clouds. The
clouds float along. gathering
moisture, until they are too
heavy; then, they pour their
water back to the Earth and
bodies of water. This cycle
perpetuates itself and is an
excellent feedback system.
Plants expel uxygen willch
animals need to survive.
Animals, in turn, give off
carbon dioxide, which plants
must have present in their
environment to live. This is
another example of a perpetual
cycle, a type of "you-scratchmy-bac k -and-I' Il -scra tchyours " situation, during which
outputs of a process are converted back into elements
reusuable in the process.
Recycling , or recovering and
reusing the "waste products" of
a system, instead of destroying
or a bandoning these waste
products, is natural, can be
logically implemented, and is
beneficial
to
all
living
organisms on this planet.

.

.

Recycling is a natural constitution and a necessary
structure during these days of
rising fuel and disposal costs.
As Roger Starr of the Horizon
states:

phasized that, in small communities, recovering wastes
and using energy from combustible
wastes
in
the
reco·vering process is ideal. On
a
large scale,
in "150

The ultimate problem of solid waste Is not tbat the
waste Itself takes up valuable room on tbe spaceship
"Earth" but tbat the stock of e1ementa Is limited, and if
the e1emenls are locked Into waste irretrievably, they
are lost to buman life. Aa the character of man's waste
bas changed - from organic compounda capable of
~mposltlon and regeneration tbrough the metabolic
procesaes of life, tc compounda such as plastics, wbich
resist decomposition - so the ability of the Eartb to
sustaIn life may have been impaIred.
Nick Nichols, the manager of
the Rolla Recycling Center, has
one goal in his job: Keep those
reusable elements OUT of
landfills. and put the elements
back into the human cycle of
utility.
Economics,
politics
and
personal action are the methods
to
implement
recycling.
Recycling is costly, but the
conventional disposal methods
cost more. Recycling Centers
create jobs and directly recover
valuable elements needed for
industry. In essence, an industry is created out of industries' waste.
Franklin Associates, Ltd.
compiled three separate studies
into a single report for Alcoa.
This corporation sought to
emphasize the benefits of
resource recovery on a nationwide basis. The report em-

metropolitan
areas,
145.8
million people (62 percent of the
t'Otal U.S.A.) would be served;
226 recovery facilities would
process 103.8 million tons of
municipal waste (57.6 percent
of
total
U.S.A.
waste
generation). To do so would
require $6.3 billion ( 1974
dollars); $1.53 billion annual
operating cost; revenues would
reach
$1.15
billion;
net
operating costs would be $378
million, or $3.64 per ton of
waste, nearly double ~he cost of
not
practicing
resource
recovery. These facilities would
employ 25,700 people not now
employed
in
municipal
government or industry."
"In terms of actual recovery
products, under full development, there would be 7.5 million
tons
of
ferrous
metal
(Continued on Page 8)
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Women's Basketball
By GERRY GOEKE
The
UMR
Women's
Basketball Team closed out
their regular season action last
week with a split, losing to
Southwest Missouri State last
Wednesday by 2 in a real
heartbreaker, but recovered in
time to wallop Southeast
Missouri State on Friday, 71-49.
The Lady Miners looked like
two different teams in the
Southwest game. In the first
half, they looked slow and
lacked aggression and payed
for it, as they went into the
locker room at halftime trailing
by nine. The Lady Cagers came
out in the second half with a new
aggression 'and vigor, and
fought back to tie the game with
six minutes left, and from then

on the two teams seesawed ; for
the lead until, with four seconds
left and the score tied , SMSU
had a jump ball in UMR's zone.
The Miners allowed only a 20
foot jumper to a girl that had
just come into the game, and
the shot bounced around on the
rim and went in. This loss put
the Women's District record at
2-4, bur their play was impressive enou'gh throughout the
season to warrant an at-large
berth 'in the State Playoffs,
which will go from Thursday to
Saturday
of
this
week,
February 21-23.
In the Southeast Missouri
State game last Friday, the
Lady Cagers totally outclassed
a lesser Indian squad in a good
warmup game for the State
Playoffs. They played well, but

were not driven to the limit of
their capabilities.
Coach Annette Caruso is very
optimistic about her team's
chances in the State Playoffs
this weekend, and though the
Miners were seeded eighth (out
of eight teams) and will have to
play Northeast Missouri State
in the opening round, she is
"pleased with the seed," as
UMR beat NEMSU at their
court in Kirksville earlier in the
season by 7 pOints. The other
teams in the State Tournament
besides UMR and NEMSU are
Missouri Southern, Missouri
Western , Lincoln University,
William Woods College, Southwest Missouri State, and
Evangel College.

M-Club

Intramural Standings
DIVISION I
LEAGUE I
Campus ,
Beta Sig
SigEp
SigNu
TKE
KappaSig
SigPi

LEAGUE II
ABS
Tech
5-0 GDI
5-\ PhiKap
3-2 Mates
2-3 PiKA
1-3 TJHA
1-3 KA
0-5

DMSIONII
6-0
5-1
4-1
3-2
1-4
1-5
1-5
1-4

Athlete of the Week

LEAGUE I
RHA
Delta Tau
Lambda Chi
Theta Xi
CCH
CSA

4-0
4-0
2·2
1-3
1-3
0-4

- ~1~l'!Jlr;~

Manor Inn
Wesley
SigTau
BSU
Triangle
AEPi
DeltaSig
Acacia

5-0
4-1
4-2
3-2
3-3

H.

COMING SOON!
from The Sound Center
A WAREHOUSE SALE
February 28, 29, March 1

ENGINEERING &

WOMEN'S

TECHNOLOGY

LEAGUE I

Our Advertisers

K Hr en re ceivec1 this

award based on the fact that she
played in her lOOth game this
season . This was highlighted
when it was announced she had
been chosen as this year's MYP
for the Lady Miners.

1-5
0-5

-J(l)iJJ ;~
To Support

Karen Williamson has been
selected as this week 's M-Club
Athlete for her outstanding
basketbalJ
accomplishments.
Karen received roses and a
trophy during halftime against
Linenln

LEAGUE II

Missoa~j MineR

Karen Williamson

ABS
Stardusters
AWS .
KD
TJHA

4-0
2-1

1-1

1-2
0-3

STUDENTS

On Campus Interviews!

LEAGUE II

and tell them where
you sawtheir ad.

--

ChiO
MSRA
ZTA
WHA
Crescents

3-0
2-1
2-2
1-2
0-3

-

NOTICE TO ENGINEERS

~

May and Summer Graduates

~

I

MASON & HANGER-SILAS MASON CO., INC.
Engineers & Contractors since 1827
May have a career fo r you.
A prime contractor for the Departm ent of Energy in
nuclear weapon manufa cture a nd a ssembly.
BS/M S M E, EE , IE, ChE and Arch.

~

<

Interviewing on campus March 6, 1980
Sign up at Placement Office today
'.. -

,. ,

An equa l opportunity employer M / F
.'

'-

-

.:,;, ..

.

~

.

Foster Wheeler Energy Corporation Is a leading
engineering and construction firm serving the
petrochemical and related Industries nation wide.
Our Houston Engineering Center will have
representatives on campus Tuesday, February 26,
to conduct Interviews for engineering and design
positions. If you will be graduating In May In
Chemical. Electrical. Mechanical. or Civil
Engineering, or In Engineering Design
Technology, sign up at the Placement OHice on
February 18 to arrange for an Interview.

We would like to discuss the opportunities Foster Wheeler and Houston can
offer you.
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equation. The unsuspecting
student rejoices . Surely I can
work t!:!!!.!ne out! Recei~ing a

student's attention on tb.e part
where the error came in. Thus.
little by little the professor
cnrnDJj~.tAC Jh~

nrohlA.J:n

-
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Recycling
(Continued from Page 6)
recovered ; 0.73 million tons of
aluminum; 6.4 million tons of
glass. 5.5 million tons of paper
and 71.6 million tons of com bustible waste with a heat
content equivalent to the heat
content of 123.4 million barrels.
of crude oil per year." These
non-virgin materials wouldn't
been wasted. but instead. there
is a way to reuse them .

INewsight '80' searches
for the untold story
by Scott Hessek
The correspondents from the ABC and NBC aHiliates
were there . They wrapped up their interviews into neat
40-second packages and departed so they could edit
them for the six o' clock news. Their stories on the
seminar were simple , even bordering on the simplistic:
" The nice doctor came down, said some nice things
about 'crib death,' and now the world is going to be a
bette·r place. "
But after the network people left the corridors of
the Eastern Virginia Medical School, a small news team
remained behind. Two CBN University students with a
mini-cam on a wobbly tripod and forty feet of knotted
extension cord came for the real story-and they were
determined to stick around until they got it.
And get it they did .

The real story
Not only did they discover that the Sudden Infant
Death Syndrome is the leading killer of American babies
over two weeks of age, and that special home monitoring
programs now oHer some hope for a small percentage
of infants, but they also discovered something not
mentioned in the seminar 's program . Much of the
progress made in the battle against this disease started
because a non-medical housewife and her friends got
together and decided to do battle against Sudden Infant
Death when the medical profession was ignoring the
entire question and denying that anything could ever be
done to save the babies.
Nothing on the seminar program listed this
information , which went on to expound at length on the
background of the participants and the erudite
qualifications of the universities and hospitals that
backed them . The CBNU team, filming for a segment of
' Newsight '80' and a potential news documentary down
the road , got this information because they were not
willing to settle for the obvious .

Concerned parents
In their probing, they found that a group of parents
called the Tidewater Guild for Infant Survival had, for the
past eight years, been voluntarily helping parents who
lost their babies. They also found that the Guild had been
battling attempts by the Federal government and the
medical community to have the entire question of 'crib
death ' shoved under the rug, and the doctors now
lauded by the medical community had pioneered work
in the face of medical criticism .
They learned that this remarkable organization and
its affiliated Guilds had accomplished all this without a
penny of Federal, state, local or United Way money. They
had done it by themselves by beating on doors, stuHing
envelopes, holding bake sales and refusing to go
away.
The real story is that determined , 'average' people
can change things . It's a story you 'll probably never see
on the other network newscasts. But it will be among
those things covered by Newsight '80 for the CBNU
Satellite Network and CBN 's owned and operated
stations . The CBN News te am got the story because they
refused to settle for pat answers.
TV COliPUlOG S£lIIYK:ES, INC .

..)

Aluminum will play an important part in the economics of
recycling programs. <Recycle
those
beer cans! ) Direct
benefits include the non-virgin
materials saved from landfill
and energy conservation of
industries that don't have to
produce the extra tonnage that
is
recovered.
Construction
companies will participate in
the
increased
labor
employment associated with largescale initiation of recycling
centers.
Most importantly.
every consumer will have to
arise to a new consciousness;
individual
participation
is
necessary
to
make
the
recycling industry work.

URBAN ORE
"Human waste has been
referred to as urban ore."
There are many steps tha( we
can take in our homes towards
recycling. First of all •. gather
tin cans and aluminum cans
(separately). glass containers.
newspaper and magazines.
These can all be taken to the
recycling
center .
Also.
biodegradable substances such
as orange peels. egg shells.
coffee grinds. and moldy food
can compile a compost heap.
Compost is an excellent fertilizer. and a great way to
dispose o( nitrogen- and bacteria-containing
substances.
Recycling and its benefits
totally outweigh the energy
tllat we expend while we
recycle. Consider recycling .
There
aren't
any
simple
solutions.
only
intelligent
choices .

livil
chO

a potpourri of id

Ope

This week "Windowshopping" honors four famous
UMR alumni by asking that all important question:

WHERE ARE
THEY NOW?
Zeke Rhomboid, MS Electrlc81 Engineering. Claas of
1922.
During the thirties. Zeke worked for the City of
Chicago wiring electric chairs in series for mass
convictions of racketeers. Shortly thereafter. he
became an independent inventor patenting such
discoverIes as thc lOll" pass flltcr cigarette .
In the early fifties, Zeke thought big and was fired by
his company. They manufactured transistors.
Now in his later years, he is taking life easy in
Florida. After witnessing the great advances in
electrical engineering technology during his illustrious
career extending nearly half a century; Zeke was
recently asked if he would do it all over again . He
replied. "No."
Clifford Y apney. MS Pbyslcs. Claas of 1925.
Most students remember Clifford for his lifelong
desire to expand upon Newton's Law of Gravity. He
spent years sitting under apple trees waiting for the
golden opportunity. Finally and unexpectantly it came.
One evening while he was casually relaxing in a
Winesap orchard. an apple snappl'cl I rom li S IJr;lIlcn
(Continued on Page 10)

Great Hi·Fi! Great Sale!
A WAREHOUSE SALE from The Sound Center
February 28, 29, March 1

G&D STEAK HOUSE

Open 7 days

11 a,m .-9 p . m.

Forum Plaza

6 Oz. Ribeye

8 Oz. Chuck

8 Oz. Fillet

STEAK

STEAK

STEAK

2.50 2.20 3.07
Includes Baked Potato or French Fries & Texas Toast .
Free Ice Cream.

15 % off with student 1.0. on all
SEIKO DIGIT ALS
The new Seiko Quartz ~igital Alarm
Chronograph. It times. It counts. It even
resets itself.
Featuring a continuous readout in hours, minutes. seconds,
month, day and date. Plus a 15 hour/ 59 minute interval
timer that rings when the set time is up. And begins the
countdown interval again automatically . The standard alarm
can ring at a specific time on any day or every day of the
week . Or every hour on the hour. And , as a stopwatch
precise to 1/ 100 of a second , it displays lap time and total
elapsed time simultaneously . Water-resistant to 100 feet:
Superbly accurate and dependable. In stainless steel with alllll il l i i
blue dial frame . Also in yellow with a brown dial frame .
Seiko Quartr.

:::::::.715 Pine Street
~.'~
..O -,
Rolla, MO
<Dstey u ewe Yy 364-2142
-

£~

prin
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Koenig's Krasy Eight Mile Island Fiasco
write a book after all President
(Continued from Page 7)
Tricky wasn't the only one!
congressiona1: Mon Artair I
mileage can be gotten out of the
Iwalk crisis. Relating to item
think i t might be best to wait a
one here on the agenda code
bit on that book. After all isn't
named
Golden
Fleece.
"My One Crisis" a bit of a weak
President : Yes I feel a great
title for a book. Why Pres.
affection for the Greek citizens
Tricky wrote about his six
be (ore he was even elected to
living in our fair land and have
our highest office. Legal: I
chosen to name this entire
think Mr. Asuwisk might have a
operation after one of their
primitive in it's Barbaric
point, but in the light o( one
splender legends. P.R.: Cercertified crisis I belive we
tainly Mon. President, but the
might be ablc to position other
discussion
was
of
your
events so as to appear, looking
reelection to office and frankly I
back on them, to have been
feel that regardless of what the
times of personal and national
polls say we are in trouble. To
crisis. I'm thinking specifically
use a trade term, coined as it Lof the incident at Eight Mile
were by Masters and Johnson,
High Island incident. Political :
we have peaked to soon. I agree I also think the Hurt
Religious : Sir! you talk about Chance incident, the' more in
thiS untortunate InCident as Ir sorrow in anger angle, has
it were something which can be possiblities P.R.: Gentlemen!
timed or manipulated such that we are missing the point here
President \ IIlterruptll1g the we (ace a crisis of the first order
Hey. I : Thank you ]{C\·. your at this very moment. With the
words are appreciated let no lwalkian situation drawing to a
mistake Ill! made about my close we must find someway 01
mamtall1l11g the momentum we
deep personal respect for
gained.
President!
religion. I would however at this have
time like to ask a question of Exactly!
what
is
your
you gentlemen. lias thiS truly recomendations should I begin
grown to the point that it must to comDail!n aRain. After all
be labeled a CriSIS',' Legal : that got me elected the first
speaking strictly from a legal time. Political: Mon. President
stand point I feel that we have it's alrilQlt (or acandidateto run
no chOice In the matter. The
extensive use of that term in the
press alone ' marks it as such.
President . At last : ~' inally my
first crisis. Prehaps now I can

for office, but an elected offical
can't afford to appear to even
need to run for office much less
have the time. We've got to
stand on our record and if we
can 't stand on our record we'll
have to invent one. Intellectual:
I've been staying out of this
discussion in order to gain an
impression of your views on the
matter. Now however I feel I
t:a n shed a little light on this
issue. As has already been said
we face a grave political
situation. If you will cast your
thoughts back just a few months
you will realize that our present
situat ion is not at all that bad.
At that time we were far behind
in the polls with no hope in
sight. Then as Ir by magic some
Iwalkians grab a few of our
icecream vendors there on
convention and we're 30 pts.
ahead in the polls, I believe in
the old Idea that ir it works once
try it again. Military : Just a
mmute sir. you know th at no
one has higher regard for the
opinion of intellec tual members
of our society, but you often lose
sight of real life situations. Our
intelligence network has drawn
up a study relating effective
presidential crises to events
that occur during them with a
very startalinl! result. In or/lpr

to do us any gOOd we have got to
have the President burned in
effigy. President: I don't see
any trouble with that we can
always fall back on President
Tricky's method and reinstitute
the draft. Military: But sir you
don 't realize the unfortunate
state of the young men in this
country . They haven't got the
guts enough to shave their legs
and put on a dress, much less
burn a president in effigy.
President : how about if I come
out in favor of building
elementary schools on top of
nuclear waste disposal sights.
That should get somebody mad.
Congressional : No, No Mon.
President a thousand times no
that would be a grave danger.
The conservatives would accuse you of running up the
national debt to build new
schools in a time of decreasing
student population. and the
liberals would say that you
attempting to "throw a few tid
bits" to them in order to get

elected.
National
Security
Advisor : It's 0(( the subject but
how about my proposition to
double the guard on your appoinent Mon. Ennedy. If he
where to be killed by a political
assassin this whole then could
be turned upside down over
night. P.R. : I see what you
mean. That could be just the
kind o( thing to give his campaign a boost. Handled properly
(and he does have some good
personnel ) being assassinated
could sew up the nomination (or
~nnedy . PreSident: ( taking up
the m~n or action expression
that had won him many
followers) let's not talk about it
let's do it.
Now back to our real
problem. Let's have some
original solutions. Military:
I've got your answer in one
word . Communism.
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It Happened Here

INTERVIEWING
Mon. Feb. 25
ENGINEERS
ELECTRICAL
MECHANICAL
CHEMICAL
NUCLEAR
Omaha Public Power District
... operators of one of the
world's most efficient nuclear
power stations.
OPPD representatives will be on
campus interviewing college
engineers at the Placement
Center.
ShHt Technical Advisors
New opportunity as a part of the
safety team at the Fort Calhoun
Station. Get valuable nuclear
training in all aspects of power
plant operation, maintenance,
and modification.
Po_r Generation
Design, testing, maintenance,
and operation opportunities at
nuclear and fossil fuel generating
stations.
Transmission and
Distribution engineering
Openings in the analysis and
design of substations,
transmission and distribution
lines, and distribution services.

,1'."

50 yean ago this week
23 to 30 men show up (or track tryouts (or first Miner track
team.
25 yean ago this week
Shirley B.rieggeman selected St. Pat's Queen by Ed Wilson,
noted St. Louis Disc Jockey.

15 yean ago this week
Gin tournament scheduled.

5 years ago this week
Pavlov'S Dog and Kansas slated to ap~ar.
Phase II postponed, again.
.

GRADUATING ENGINEERS
AND -SCIENTISTS
Have you considered these factors in determining where you will work?
in selecting your work assignment?
2. Will your future employer en- 5. Big starting salaries are nice courage job mobility?
but what is the salary growth
and promotion potential in the
3. Will your future employer enjob?
courage . support and reward
continued professional educa- 6 . Can you afford the cost-oftion?
living in the area?
4. How much choice will you have
At Naval Weapons Center we
1. Will the job offer challenge and
responsibility?

..
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Employment Department
Omaha Public Power District
1623 Harney Street
Omaha, Nebraska 68102
An equal opportunity employer
male/ female

WEDNESDA Y NIGHT
Spaghetti Platter: Only $1.09
or
Spaghetti Platter with Soup and Salad
Bar
Only 1.99, Reg. 2.55
Jet. 63 & Pine

have given these things a lot of
consideration and believe we
have the answers for you.
Arrange through your placement
office to interview with our representativerslon
February 28th & 29th, 1980
with Wynn Johnson

We think you will like
what you hear.

C. KAREN ALTIERI
If you cannot fit
an interview into
your schedule,
write or call:

Professional Employment Coordinator

NAVAL WEAPONS CENTER

(CODE 09201)

China Lake , CA .93555 • (714) 939-3371
An Equal Opportunity Employer.
These are Career Civil SeNice Positions.

u .S . Citizenship Required
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( Continued From Page 19)
equation. The unsuspecting
student rejoices. Surely I can
..; ~ ~ n Gc..d._ _ _ _ _w...;o...;r...;k_that one out ! Receiving a

Answers

Puzzle

SUB
Scripts
Tomorrow night at 7:00 p.m.
in
Giles
(Mech.
Eng)
Auditorium, the Student Union
Board
will
feature
the
"Grateful Dead" in a film
recorded concert. This two hour
and twenty-one minute picture
contains 20 songs including hits
like
"Truckin',"
"Sugar
Magnolia" and "Casey Jones."
Admission is free.
On Sunday, SUB will be
showing the motion picture
"Midnight Express." The film
is based on the true experience
of William Hayes (as played by
Brad Davis) and the agaony
and unspeakable horror he
suffered in a Turkish prison. As
escape attempts repeatedly fail
and torture follows, Billy makes
a daring escape. Showtimes are
at 4:00 p.m. and 6:30 p.m. in
Centennial Hall. Admission is
free.
On February 28, at 8:00 p.m.
in Centennial Hall, the AlphaOmega Players will perorm the
hilarious
comedy
"The
Marriage-Go-Round."
Admission is free, with the public
being admitted if space is
available.
Finally, on February 29, some
of UMR's hopefuls get their
chance at Broadway's bright
lights at SUB's Student Talent
Night. For an evening of the
best talent found deep in the
heart of the Ozarks, be at
Centennial Hall, next Friday at
8:00p.m.

"NOt too long ago
I was speechless.
Now 1m teaching Ben
howtotalk~
Cancer of the
larynx is one of the
most treatable
cancers. If
discovered in time, 9
out oflD patients are
curable . Of these,
two-thirds learn to
speak again , thanks
to a rehabilitation.

American Cana!r Society

2,OOQOOO people fighting WIIl!r.
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WENESDAY

TONIGHT'S MOVIE
An American Friend is based on Patricia Highsmith's thriller Ripley's
Game. The baroquely complex storyline centers on an ordinary Hamburg
artisan employed as an assassin by a French gangster through the
manipulation of a mysterious American. Tonight at 7:30 in the ME
auditorium, $2 at the door.

AlCHE
There will be an AlCHE meeting Wednesday, Feb. 27 at 7 p.m. in GG. The
speaker will be Lee Johnson from General Motors speaking on an Electric
Test Vehicle.
Refreshments will be served after the meeting.

ETA KAPPA NU
There will be a general business meeting of the Eta Kappa Nu honor
society on Thursday, February 21 in room 105 of the EE building starting at
6:30p.m. Pledge interviews and sign-ups will be taken and the pledge smoker
will start at 7:00 p.m. in room 104. Be there! .

WESLEY
There will be a meeting of Wesley at 6:00 p.m. on Wednesday. The
speaker for this week is Gary McGrueter - on "The Energy Farm". The
farm is energy self-sufficient.

M-cLUB
There will be an M-Club meeting on Thursday, Feb. 21 at 7:00 p.m. in room
121 of the M.E. building. Pledges should arrive at 6:30 for instructions. At this
time they can purchase their plaque for $7.00.
VARSITY GOLF
There will be a varsity golf meeting at 5 o'clock on February 21. 1980.
Coach Bud Mercier's Office in the Gale Bullman Multi-Purpose Bldg.

FRIDAY
A.S.C.E.
On Friday, February 22 at 4:00 p.m. In room 114 of the Civil Engineering
Building, the American Society of Civil Engineers will have a meeting . .The
guest speaker will be Mr. Joseph S. Ward, the current National President of
A.S.C.E. The topic of his talk will be "Professionalism: There's More to It
Than Just Engineering. " Refreshments will be served and memberships will
be available after the meeting. A door prize will be given away and everyone
is invited to attend. Before the meeting Mr. Ward will be in the Needles Room
on the second noor of the C.E. Building from 3:00-4:00 p.m. for anyone
wishing to talk with him .

FOOSBALL
The Student Union Board is sponsoring a foosball tournament. The tournament will be singie elimination doubles play. Sign up sheets will be posted
on the SUB bulletin board Wed., Feb. 13 through Fri., Feb. 22. Play begins
Mon., Feb. 25 in the University Center East and will be payed for by SUB.
For information call 341-2478.
AWA
The Arnold Whitewater Association and the Ozark Chapter of the Sierra
Club are co-sponsoring the 13th Annual Missouri Whitewater Championships.
March 15 and 16 on the St. Francis River near Fredericktown, Missouri.
Whitewater paddlers are invited to participate. and the public to watch this
exciting event. For more information contact: Matt Pross. 15 N. Meramec
Av. , Clayton. MO 63105, phone H314-726-0056.

TUESDAY
TONIGHT'S MOVIE - TUESDAY EDITION
The Battle of Chili - Part I will be shown- Tuesday at 7:30 in the ME
auditorium. Acclaimed by critics here and abroad, it is an epic historical
documentary of the passions of a people on the brink of civil war. $2 at the
door.

ONE FOOT IN HAVANA
A slide·lecture on Cuba by Dr. James Bogan. 7:3~8: 15 fOllowed by "The
Battle of Chili" at 8:30 in the ME audi10rium February 26. Lecture·(ree/film
($2).
The slide· lecture will (eature Dr. Bogan's observations on Cuban lire and
film based on a recent visit to Havana and the First Latin American Film
Festival.
CHI EPSILON
Chi Epsilon, the National Civil Engineering Honor Society. will have a
general membership meeting Tuesday, February 19 at 4:30 p.m . in Room 117
CE.

TAU BETA PI
There will be a Tau Heta Pi meet ing Tuesday. Fe'owar)' 2b at 7:00 p.m. III
G·5 o( the Humanities-Social Science BUilding. All act,,·es pieaseallend.

TKE

FRIDAY NIGHT

8:00-1 :00

Benefit:
Theta Tau

socAdmission
-c"

student's attention on t~e part
where the error came in. Thus,
little by little the professor

THURSDAY

Washington's Birthday Party
,
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SPELUNKERS' CLUB
There are more than 4,000 known caves in Missouri - help us explore
them. Meetings are at 6: 15 in room 305 Norwood, every Wednesday.

NODAY
SWE SPRING SCHOLARSHIP
The Society of Women Engineers is now accepting applications for their
1980 Spring Scholarship Program. Qualified candidates are eligible for nine
scholarships, varying in amount from $200 to $1,500. All SWE administered
scholarships are open only to women Il]ajoring in engineering in an accredited university. ReCipients will be notified approximately May 1, 1980
and will receive the awards (or use during the 1980-81 school year. Completed
applications must be postmarked no later than March 1.
Interested students can pick up an application in the Minority Engineering
Office. building T-23.
APO BOOKSTORE
The APO Bookstore is still returning money and unsold books left over
from this semester's sales. If you have not yet picked up your money or
books, call Greg Grindinger at 364-4841.
~EPSILON PSI CONTEST
The Brothers of Alpha Phi Alpha have announced the Miss Epsilon Psi
Contest. It will be held from Feb. 15 through March 15. For more information
call Alpha Phi Alpha at 364-9968.

MAY GRADUATES
If you will be completing requirements for a degree at the end of the spring

semester, you should make application for that degree by going 10 the
Registrar's Office at your earliest convenience. The Registrar's Offife will
not be able to include you with other students finishing undergraduate and
graduate degrees on May 18 unless you make application with Lauren
Peterson.
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UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI SUMMER PROGRAM IN MEXICO
Professor Kathleen N. March of UMC. who is the Director o( the University
of Missouri Summer Study Program in Mexico, will be on Campus at UMR
~riday, February 22. 1980. (rom 2:30 to 3:45 p.m . in G-7 o( the HumanitiesSocial Sciences Building. She will answer student questions about this op. portunity to study in Mexico·(or up to ten hours o( UMR credit between June
16 and August 10. Courses of(ered include elementary and advanced Spanish.
folklore, history. art. music and literature.
Students will live in a Mexican home and will receive besides the regular
coursework two all-expense paid excursions through Mexico .
At 4:00 p.m. Friday in G-7 H-SS Professor March will give a lecture in
Spanish, "Un falso indigenismo. " dealing wit/lthe works o( the Ecuatorian
writer Jorge Icaza, especially his (amous novel Husipungo I The Villagers/ .
The public is invited I (ree) .

IMPORTANT NOTE TO UMR ADVISORS : Several students have asked us
about summer courses in languages (or their foreign language requirement.
We have forgotten that this is one way that students can take beginning or
intermediate courses and still graduate on schedule.

If you missed the last one, don't miss...
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The Sound Center's WAREHOUSE SALE
FEBRUARY 28, 29, MARCH 1
~

UPTOWN NOW!
Shows 7:00 & 9:25 p.m.
Matinee Sat. & Sun. 2 p.m.
Adults S2.50/Chiid S1.25
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By COLLEEN HEILD

But just as too much
showering can leave a person a
little wrinkled, and a badly
designed or incorrectly used
shower can cause injury,
tanning and tanning booths can
also be risky for some people,
experts warn .

CCRSWriter
Copyrlgbt 1980, Tbe Collegiate
Consumer ReporUngServlce
Tanning can now be as easy
as taking a shower - but

Buyer's
Guide
"Tanning booths are all right
if you want to get cooked,"
warned Dr. Fred Urbach, a
Like in showering, you can
leading skin specialist who
stand quietly in a small, rectangular enclosure for a minute . stresses the hazards of using
ultraviolet lamps for a quick
or two bathing. But bathing in
tan.
the heat of ultraviolet light
instead of water.
The tanning salon industry,
perhaps a bit more risky .

however, claims the rays
received in the booths are no
more dangerous than those
emitted from the sun.
Still, the Federal Food and
Drug Administration is concerned. Parlors specializing in
nothing but bronzed bodies are
mushrooming
around
the
country, with more than 1,000 in
operation. And as a result of the
"tanning boom" and based on
investigations of allegell injuries received in the booths,
safety guidelines have been
established by the FDA. Spot
FDA inspections of parlors also
will soon begin.

ENGINEERS
San Diego Gas & Electric is
looking for engineers who
can cope with our sunny
San Diego climate and are
interested in our
Engineering Development
Program. Rotational
opportunities in design,
construction and other_
engineering functions.
Assignments will acquaint
you with that section's goals.
its people, job
responsibilities and
Company's overall goals.
Good salary, opportunities,
fringe benefits, and San
Diego sun . For more
information and recruiting
dates, contact your
Placement Office.
San Diego Gas & Electric
Company
P.O. Box 1831
San Diego, CA 92112
An Affirmative Action and Eq ual
Opportunity Employer

In addition, a group of 14
dermatologists
from
the
American Academy of Dermatology issued a warning Dec.
5 against the use of tanning
booths.
This panel of photO-biologists,
. who specialize in the sun's effect of skin, stated that tanning
creates dry, leather-like skin,
purple blotches and scarring.
Overexposure to ultraviolet
rays often leads to skin cancer,
they claimed. "Tanning is
harmful,"
said
medically
Urbach, who is a Temple
University
dermatology
professor. Speaking for the
panel, Urbach added, "We don't
think a tan is good for you. It's a
status symbol." ·

The physicians also maintained that commercial tanning
salons offer no adequate pretanning examination by a
competent doctor. As a result,
p~ople with chronically sunsensitive skin will be allowed to
use the tanning facilities, taking
the risk of irritating their skin,
they said.
Those with a sunburn may
receive further injury by tanning in the booths, and persons
taking certain medications
whose ingredients increase skin
sensitivity, such as tetracycline
and oral contraceptives, should
also avoid the' salons, they said.

TANNING SALONS

And like in showering, where
you come out a bit cleaner, the
commercial
tanning
salon
booth leaves one a bit browner.

The doctors concluded that
persons especially susceptible
to
harmful
effects
from
ultraviolet rays are usually
light-skinned, blue-eyed and
fair-haired, leading Urbach to
claim: "The people who can't
get a tan want to tan the most. "
The Academy and the FDA
plan to develop a brochure to
warn tanning booth consumers
of the potential hazards involved .
In November, the FDA sent
letters to manufacturers and
operators of tanning booths,
suggesting that special controls
be implemented "as soon as
possible," said Bill Rados, an
FDA spokesman. The controls
include : Timers in the booths,
goggles for the users, and a
warning sign posted to list the
possible dangers of overexposure. Ultraviolet bulbs used
in the booths should also be
pattly shielded, the FDA
recommended .
The FDA also advocates
blocking off the booth with lines
so consumers will know where
to stand. Hand rails and proper
ventilation to assure temperatures remain under 100
degrees are also suggested.
"A worrisome number (of
booths) didn't have these"
before the FDA issued the
guidelines, Rados said. " I don't
know how many have them
now."
If the operators fail to comply
with the safeguards, FDA inspectors could cite the tanning
salons and conduct follow-up
inspections. And if the FDA still
isn't satisfied, "The options
include seizing the establishment or taking them to court.
We have the force of the law
behind these suggestions," said
Rados, who added that initial
spot inspections will be made in

Transportation for your Interview Trips
AIRCRAFT RENTAL & CHARTER RATES
Aircraft
Cessna 414A Chancellor
Cessna 401 B Utility
Piper Seneca
Cessna 172 Skyhawk
Cessna 150 Commuter
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Passengers

6

7
5
3
1

.

Rental
$165/ hr.
$160/ hr.
$100/ hr.
$28/ hr.
$18/ hr.

Special 'at •• available to points Northw •• t towa,d Omaha .

Call us for a Quote on a Specific Trip.
-Aircraft Sale s eFlight Instruction -Maintenan ce

SCOTT CHARTERS, INC.
P.o . Box 506 Rolla National Airport Vichy. Missouri 65580
Telephone (314) 364-7396 or (314) 299-4698
COME FLY WITH US I

Charter
$O.90/ mi.
$O.88/ mi.
$O .70/ mi.
$O .35/ mi.
$O.30/ mi..

the coming weeks.
Since August 1978, when the
first salon opened in Searcy,
Ark ., the FDA has received
about nine complaints and
several reports of sunburn
injuries. One person reportedly
started to faint in a booth and
fell into an ultraviolet bulb.
Some persons recently have
complained that the bulbs
burned their eyes, said Rados.
Immediate tightening
of
safeguards was r ecommended
because a quick tan is apt to
appear attractive in the winter
months, Rados said. In addition, the salons would be
especially popular with persons
who want a slight tan before
traveling to the beach, he said.
While the salons appeal
mostly to customers between
the ages of 18 and 45, persons in
their seventies and eighties also
use the booths, said Susan
for
Barden,
vice-pr'esident
Tantrific Sun, Inc. , the largest
and oldest salon enfranchiser,
located in Searcy.
In response to the dermatologists' warning, Barden
said: " It (a tanning booth ) is
the same thing as the sun.

Dermatologists
have ' been
telling people for years to stay
out of the sun but are now
concerned with tanning booths
because they're a new thing.
" I've had a lot of dermatologiSts send us their
patients
( for
treatment) .
Dermatologists use the same
bulbs as we do."
Many factors can influence
the amount of exposure needed
for a safe tan . "Even drinking a
diet soda one-half hour before
entering the booth can make a
difference, " she said.
Barden
said
the
FDA
recommendations include "a
lot of things we were already
doing." At the estimated 90
Tantrific salons around the
country,
for
example,
a
prospective customer must be
screened by a booth operator
and a computer before being
allowed to enter the booth.
While clients may spend up to
10 minutes in the booth, most
usually begin with one minute
of exposure and build their tan
gradually, she added.
Tanning
salons
usually
charge $35 to $50 for 20 visits,
Braden said.

Don't Blow Your Chance For Great Hi-Fi!
A WAREHOUSE SALE from The Sound Center
February 28, 29, March 1

CanWeBuild
OneForYou??
Bukk Regal
V-6 Economy
20 City127 Hwy.

Jeep CJ-7
Renegade

AMC Spirit
Limited Liftback

Olds Cutlass
V-6 Economy
20 City127 Hwy .

BUY NOW-PAY AFTER ON THE JOB!
SPECIAL DEALS-Special financing
especially designed for UMR graduates .

BUY ONE AND SAVE

Schweiss
Motor Co., Inc.
Olds -Buick -AMCI Jeep
500 Hwy . 63 South Rolla , Mo .
Open 8 to 7 Sot. till 4 p .m .
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Attention House D : DId you know Joe Thuet's birthday is the
Saturday, February 23? Make him feel wanted. Happy Birthday, Joe.
To KMNR: Thanks for the Genesis feature L From the Editor and his Little
Brother.

Lost
LOST: Ladies wrist watCh, gold, digital numbers, if found pleace call 3412764 and ask for Susan. Reward for its return. Please!

Personal
1) Bermel - thankS for the terrifc
weekend.
2) Mo Jo - Happy 7th Day after
Valentine's Day! Donna.
3) Sex . Drul(s. Rock and Roll!
4) Suds - Had a nice Valentine's
Day ... Thanks!
5) Mike Heinze coney dog?

How was the

6) Dear Dave, you were the life of
the chair party! Thanks

student's attention on tbe part
where the error came in. Thus,
little by little the professor
CllmD]i~t~
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(Continued From Page 19)
Answers
equation. The unsuspecting
student rejoices. Surely I can
A : ~ n 0:...d._______
w..;o..;r,;;k...;.that one out! Receiving a

7) To my boyfriend, Do you wanna
get funky with me! From your
girlfriend.
8) Bod, I meant what I said! D.M.
9) Robox, Everybody has to sleep
sometime!
10) KeUi, How did you get your
hair so curly!
11) 6th Floor, Pretty Cute - Don't
forget to tell Ken! Donna.
12) Eddie, say no more!
13) Tim, I thought you meant Rob,
PLEASE give me another chance!
Your Loving Sleezebag.
14) To four crazy "stick-in-themuds": lell them all where to stick
it!!!
15) Rocky, thanks for a great
weekend. 1m "yours!" - Kat.

To the S.O.B. that stole a STUCO
jacket at Kappa Sig's party Friday
night you could have the decency
to return the keys from the pocket.
Marty 364-8648.
Eric D., remember the good time
we had last weekend in Rolla see a doctor.
Land C. want to see your bodies.
give me a call, Dave.
For Sale: Arvin 1320 Watt Electric
Heater price: $10, beautiful 44L
Plaid Sports Jacket (Red, Blue,
Gray, White) Like New Price $20.
Call 364-9988 Ask for Larry.

waves

(Continued from Page 10)

TODA Y ~ The NFCB- tape at
1: 30 p.m. will be "Guess What's
Coming to Dinner" and at
midnite Dave Strayhorn, our
new station manager, will be
featuring what might be one of
Joe Venuti's last professional
recordings - "Joe at Chicago
1978" - have you noticed how
many great musicians have
died lately?
FRIDA Y
"Fast" Fred
Murphy will feature a mystery
album at8:30 a.m.
SUNDA Y - Yours truly will
feature "Count Talent and the
Originals" on the Soul and
Reggae show at 5 p.m . The
album features Mike Bloomfield on guitar and a host of bay
area musicians helping him out.
The Rock and Roll Doctor
himself - Dr . [) Will fealure
"Piano Blooze Orgy" on Blooze
for Rolla at 8 p.m. - this album
features a variety of legends
and guarantees to be a treat. At
midnite, Ronnie Haywood will
Feature a Bob Jones-Earl
Klugh collaboration titled "One
on One" on Quadrajazz.
MONDA Y - Careening J.R.
"Marrying
will
feature
Maiden" by It's A Beautiful
Day-definitely a classic - at
midnite on the RBR show.
TUESDAY - NFCB at 1:30
p.m. is called "Willy Nilly" at
the artist feature will put
"Fast" Fred back in the
headlines and bringing you
about 3 hours of Santana.
WEDNESDA Y - Ric Davis will
feature
Rick
Derringer's
"Guitars and Women" at 9 a.m.
That's it, and rememberPolitics is hard drugs.
"Mark"

r; Force Opportunitie-;------ACN020l

I PO Box 1776
I
IValley Forge. PA 19481
I
send me mlormation on engmeermg opportunllies and becoming I
IanPlease
AI[ force Officer. I am especially inleresled
In

I Air force Ollicer Training School 0 ImaXlmum age 29' , - college degree I
I requiredl
I Air force ROTC 0 lage 16·281.

I
I

Name
I
I Address

Api

ICily

SHOTOKAN
KARATE
of Rolla

364-7428
Mon .-6:30 p .m.
Thurs.-6:30 p.m.
Saturdoy-Afternoons

I

ZIP

Sex! 1M! IF I

)P,.,,,PtdI

Siale
Phone

#--- 1
I

I

I Oale oI81~L- ___ _
I Engineering Dlsclphne.
.
I
College Anendln9 - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I OaleolGraduallo~ _ Degree
L
_____________ ...JI
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Miners Take Two Over Weekend
By CHRIS WILSON
The Miner men's basketball
team began a three game road
stint last weekend, with their
annual
Northern
Missouri
sWing. For the first time in
Coach Billy Key's 16 year
career as UMR head coach , the
team returned to Rolla with two
victories and no defeats. This
Saturday, UMR journeys to
Warrensburg,
Missouri
to
tackle the NCAA's top r anked
Division II team , the Cen tral
Missouri State Mules, who
clinched this year'-s MIAA
championship.
Pershing Arena in Kirksville
was the site Saturd ay night, as
the Miners started their Northern trip agai nst the Northeast
Missouri State Bulldogs. The
'Dogs were attempting to
avenge an early season loss to
UMR on their home floor, but it
wasn't to be.
UMR started fast, jumping
out to a quick 11-4 lead .
However, NEMS fought back,
scoring the next seven pOints .
Ossie Cobb scored at the 14: 35
mark , producing the first tie
score at II-II. Following eight
more ties and nine lead

changes,
Gary Riechmann
scored on a driving lay-up with
3:20 left in the half. The hoop
made the 43·42, giving UMR a
margin they held through the
remainder of the first half.
62
percent
Fueled
by
team field goal shooting, and 21
points by Derek Nesbitt, the
Miners closed out the first 20
minutes with a 52-48 advantage.
Half number two was played
every bit as well as the first, but
just a little slower. UMR shot 57
percent. while NEMS· again
shot 6 t percent from the field .
Jeff Kipp paced the Miners
with 12 second half points. After
the lead had changed hands
four times, Kipp put UMR
ahead for good. A jumper from
the top of the key with 6:00 lelt
to play moved the count to 75-74.
NEMS hung tough , never
falling behind by more than
four points . They cut the
margin to one with 54 seconds
remaining when Jim Tillman
scored to make it 88-87. UMR
refused to fold though, as
Leonardo Lucas calmly cashed
in two free throws with :22 to
play , producing the final pOints
of a hard fought , 90-89 triumph.

Derek Nesbitt led all scorers
with 31 points, while Leo Lucas
added 21 pOints and 8 assists.
DaVid Winslow of NEMS controlled the boards with 14
rebounds .
Alter their strong weekend
performance, the Miners went
west to Maryville, Missouri, to
take on the Northwest Missouri
State Bearcats. Again, the
was
seeki ng
home
team
revenge for an earlier defeat,
but again, the Miners were
equal to the task.
After eleven minutes of play,
there had been six ties and the
lead had changed hands five
times . NWMS led initially 4-0,
and now led 21 -18. However, it
was the last they saw of UMR.
The Miners then canned eight
straight points to move ahead
36-21.
Two
scores apiece
produced a 30-27 count with I: 46
showing on the clock , and then
six more unanswered points
provided UMR with a 9-point,
36-27 bulge.
The second half was nothing
more than UMR running and
After
Northwest
chasing.
leading
42-34
with
15: 23
remaining,
UMR
allowed

Northwes't to get no closer than rematch with MIAA champion
10 pOints for the rest of the Central Missouri State, the
contest. The Miners made it Miners return home to host the
easy for themselves by hitting a Southwest
Missouri
State
sizzling 75 percent of their field Bears. Tip-off is slated for 7: 30
goal tries over the final twenty p.m ., Monday, Feb. 25. UMR
minutes. Calvin Horhn paced will be attempting to turn the
the second half attack with 12 tables on the Bears, after their
pOints.
heartbreaking 2-point loss in
Springfield four weeks ago. A
Derek Nesbitt again took big crowd always helps, so we
game honors with 23 points ( 11- hope to see ya' there . Good
13 field goal attempts) and 10 Luck, Miners!
rebounds,
while
Leonardo
Lucas produced another strong
performance, adding 16 points
and 7 assists.
The victory moved UMR's
MIAA mark to 4-5, while
stand ing at 10-12 overall.
Following this Saturday 's
-~--
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UMR Signs All-State Rusher
SOURCE: OPI
.
.
The leading rusher In the
state of Misso'u ri ' for 1979 is
,
..
commg . to the University of
MIssouri-Rolla.
The Miner coaching staff
announced this week that
Tommy
Fredericktown's
Nifong, who led the Black Cats
to a 10-0 regular season record
last season, has signed with
UMR
Nif~ng put together some
astonishing
credentials
at
Fredericktown , highlighted by

last season's 1,892 yards gained
on the ground. He scored 21
...
touchdowns dUrIng hiS senIOr
year, and connected on 22 of 26
point-alter-touchdown
kicks
'
.
and booted two held goals.
,
'
' Tom IS a very durable
back': ' said UMR Head Coach
Charlie ~~nley of the prep
tailback.
He has real . good
balance, and when he IS hit
often is able to get four or five
more yards."
Nifong was also an out-

standing punter for the Black
Cats, averaging 36 yards per
kick during his senior year.
"It would be my hope that he
could become another Terry
Ryan for the Miners," said
UMR assistant coach Bud
Mercier. Ryan was UMR's top
ground-gainer for three years.

will
miss
Fredericktown
Nifong, who led them in
rushing, punting and scoring all
the years he played varsity
football. Their program improved as he did, going from an

St Pat' s
m,,;::;::,"""
CO~[f[f~ . 2~~~'1
09

stocki;gc,;p;-3.50

45

the 10-0 regular season mark of
last season. The only blemish on
the 1979 slate came in a post·
season 38·13 loss to Country Day
in the 3A state play-offs.
Nifong, a 5' 10", 180·pounder,
holds 15 school records at
Fredericktown . Besides leading
the entire state in rushing, he
also paced Missouri's 3A
schools in scoring last year.
Nifong said he chose UMR
because, "I enjoyed being
around the coaches while I was
here. It really seems to be the
right atmosphere for me to be
around."
He was the Mineral Area
Activities
Association's
(MAAA) first team running
back his junior and senior year,
and an unanimous All-State
first learn selection at running
back during his final season.
The three·year letterman also
won letters in baseball and
basketball for Fredericktown.
Also signed by UMR was
Nifong's twin brother Terry .
The 6', 156-pounder played

quarterback for the Black Cats,
throwing for 400 yards and
completing 39 percent of his
tosses.
Finley sees Terry helping the
Miners in the area of defensive
back.
"He is a good athlete, who
helped Fredericktown compile
that 10-0 mark," the veteran
mentor said. "He may also be
able to play at wide receiver."
Coach Mercier echoed that
thought, streSSing " Terry has
real good quickness and good
hands."
Each brother plans on en·
tering petroleum engineering at
UMR.
"The people at UMR show a
great amount of concern for
your education," Terry said.
"This is real important to me,
because you have something to
look
forward
to
upon
graduation."
UMR also announced the
signing of a third prepsler,

.Sweatshirts-6.00
/'
Hats-3. 50 Mugs-3 .00~~~~~~~~~Bgu~sc~hQs:o:::t!:::ngTa~p~
Flying Discs-l.SO
S~~~ft 1107 Pin.
Rolla, Missouri
Garters-.75
••u.
Buttons-.50
HOT SANDWICHES
Bumperstickers-.2S
HOT CHILI
NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH!
- _._Open 1 p.m,·1 o,m. daily

--- -- -

----

_......_. . ....--

~- .----.-.-

~

(See Nifong pg. 14)
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Olympic Games

Thursday, January 31, 1980
student's attention on tbe part
where the error came in, Thus,
little by little the professor
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IOC Feelings On Moscow

in America and the Soviets atnletes from their own counwanted
to
show
their tries when getting a gold medal
National News Bureau
displeasure over an action of becomes a point of international
prestige.
The furor over the Moscow ours by boycotting the games,
Olympic Games leaves the you can be sure that the com- . To the Soviets, there is a
world sorely divided, The mittees under their control . great deal of national prestige
President and many other would immediately kowtow and in being the best athletes in a
Americans feel we should not go withdraw their support for the given field, or in winning more
to Moscow as long as the Soviets games,
The very idea of amateur gold than any other team, We do
are holding Afghanistan, Allied
the same thing', but we don 't put
governments around the world competition is alien to the our hearts and souls into it are expressing similar sen- communist nations, Where we and we don't retire lOSing
have a clear demarcation
timents,
coaches and athletes to the
professional
and
But
the
International between
north slope of Alaska.
amateur
athletics
Olympic Committee (IOC ) is
get
paid,
firmly against cancelling the professionals
My pOint, at long last, is that
games or moving the site, And amateurs don't - the com- the Soviets see the games as a
the IOC member for each nation munist countries operate on a means
to
show
political
- including the U,S, - is firmly non-profit basis and have no superiority, H our government
against such action , They have clear demarcation.
The rules of the IOC state that is to attempt a demonstration
to be, They are honor-bound to
against Soviet aggression short
ignore any pressure of any sort each athlete must have a basic of going to war, boycotting the
to
ensure
occupation
designed
to change, harm or stop the
his
present
and
future Moscow games or, better,
games,
drawing participants away
IOC members are chosen for livelihood that he does not from the games to another site
life and they are carefully receive and never has receiVed is the very best means at hand
screened, They are not chosen any renumeration for par· 'to humiliate them,
as representatives of their ticipation in sport.
We must recognize that the
Of course, many athletes
countries, but to be delegates to
their countries to guide the ha ve devoted their school years
Olympic movement within their' and the period just after college
to attaining mastery of some
countries.
Each Olympic committee in a sport, winning a medal in the Mike Schaefer of Creve Coeur,
country must be composed of Olympics, and living off Mo,
representatives of the gover- commercials thereafter. But
The 6', tOO-pounder was a
ning bodies of each sport they were learning something tailback in high school, and
represented in the games, Each else while in school and they according to all reports, was a
of those sports must have an had to support themselves triple threat.
international federation with afterward oroepend on public
"He cOl,lld run, pass and was a
representatives from each or parental help to continue good kicker," said assistant
country's sport federation or training.
Chuck Broyles, "That is what
The same is not true in the
governing body,.
really impresses us about Mike.,
USSR.
There
an
athlete
is
And every member is sworn
He is an excellent athlete who
completely
supported
.
by
the
to abide by the rules of the IOC,
cim do quite .a few different
They must be totally in- state as long as he or she can things for you out on the football
compete
and
win,
They
live
and
dependent and autonomous and
field, "
resist commercial, religious or eat better than the general
Schaefer
played
for
populace.
They
receive
political influence.
Chaminade High School, and
They cannot do other than say allowances for luxury items helped lead the team to a 6-4
no to the President - their first when on tour in foreign areas, record, His " claim to fame "
duty to the gam'es, not to their They become coaches of their during his senior year was
sport if they retire honorably,
countries,
actually fueled by an illegal
Reality is another matter. Their bodies are experimental procedure penalty,
playgrounds
for
Soviet
scien·
Western nations and nonSchaefer burst free on a 50communist nations do not tists searching for ways to build yard run, only to have the play
generally attempt any sort of better Russians through better called back due to penalty, On
control over their sports to the chemistry.
In
international
events, the next down."he exploded
degree that communist nations
Eastern European and Soviet with an even longer touchdown
do.
run!
H the games were being held judges have visibly favored
Finley and the rest of the
coaching staff are not certain
where Schaefer will help the
Miners the most, and that is a
happy problem.
"He has so much versatility,
EXPERT CLEANING REASONABLY PRICED
that we will just have to wait
108 W. 7th Street Rolla, Mo. 65401
and see where he looks the
best," Finley smiled.

By CHARLES GRIFFIN

IOC cannot go along with the
boycott or a change in location.
Undoubtedly there will be an
Olympiad in Moscow, but the
only participants should be
Soviet client states and the IOC,
America should sponsor an
alternate Olympiad without
IOC sanction using every incentive to lure other nations to
attend, A neutral site should be
chosen, perhaps in Egypt. The
rules of the IOC should be
rigidly adhered to even though
the members of the IOC now
living will never accept any of
the records established.
We must do this thing
knowing full well that the
Olympic games may never be
the same. We should have
denied Soviet teams entry to the
winter games as well, We
cannot, in good conscience,
accept the Soviets as equals if
they continue to act like sharks
in a feeding frenzy,
We must use every economic,

political or emotional resource
we have to humiliate and
censure
the
USSR,
Our
government should actively
seek to undermine and destroy
the Soviet government.
Boycotting
the
games,
refusing television coverage of
their games, and withdrawing
economic support from the IOC
and the committees accepting
the Moscow Olympiad is akin to
the rich kid on the block getting
mad and taking his ball away
making it impossible for the
others to play, But it is a move
that must be done and it should
be just the first step in a new
to
aggressive
policy
progressively
destroy
the
megalomaniac oligarchy of the
USSR.
'
Charles Griffin, our soft,
spoken columnist lives in North
Carolina. At least now, Lord
only knows where he'll be next
month.

Nifong
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QUALITY CLEAN ERS

Alex Pizza Palace
122 W. 8th Street

Rolla

NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH 11 A.M.-2 P.M.

-SANDWICHES -SALADS -SPAGHETTI
-BEER -GYROS SANDWICH

For FREE DELIVERY of Pizzas
3'64-2669 or 364-9878

20% off ski gloves
10% off hiking boots
20% off
down jackets

10% off jogging suits20%·50% off
some shoes

On Sale Now! St. Pat's
Sweat Shirts & St. Pat's
Youth Tee Shirts for 1980
XEY - = = ==-

SPORT shop

1003 Pine Street

Rollo, MO

364-5495
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Koenig's' Kraziness

Eight Mile High Island Revisited
By BOB KOENIG
lI ere It I, lolk, Ihl' IIrsl luckl
winner in my "Any One ca~
Write" ( ... this garbage for a
week) contest. Remember if
you apply not only will you
n'n'lVl' Illal IJlg .) l'l'nl> "
coll'lIl n 11)("11. lJut In actCiltlOn
I'our nanl(' will IJl' K{'pt st riC II I
.\tl
sir
CU.\/-"IUE.\TJ..\L .
lhere ' s i.lI)SOJUH:ly no l'L'dSOIl 101'

,'ou to reC"II'e death thrl'.It s
I unless 01 courSl' ,'ou silould try
to take O\"l'r m, Job , ailli ai) ·
so lutl'ly no salesman will call. I
will protect your personal rlgill
to prl\"acy reganlless 01 pl'r'
son;Jlcost , let 's see :1;) Cl'nIS - .)
cents equab :iU cents tllll{,S .iu
column Inches equals S I:" .
P.S. If you don't contribute
something soon I'm gOing to
have to keep recycling ideas
(like this dumb offer) and then
where will you be.
P.P,S. The first draft I
reCl'll'e(1 ot till' slorl' was slick
and prolesslOnal. utilizing shOl'l
concise se nten ces and the
IIllillmum 01 adJectives . I 01
course. had to rework the plecc
considerably so that it would
meet my usual standards.
In a place far far away and
long long ago as time and space
goes or perhaps In a small lown
In France I depcndlllg on your
astrological sign and latc night
l'lewlng hablls ' .
tele\"l slOn
There 111'e(1 a man 01 grcat
power and rcnown who had
risen [0 [hc poslllOn ot
Prcsldcllt ot hiS Ilttlc co untn·.
lil s namc was .-\rtalr ..\rtalr :IS
well as Ilelng a man 01 power
and renown was thc posscssor
ot a grca[ deal ot Wisdom and
had studlcd thc ways 01 hlston'
and learned mar;\" \"aluabl~
lessons. Hc had 'made particular study 01 the lails ot the
Presidents
that
had
two
preccded
hlln.
monsleurs
TrIck\" and Chel'c\" who had
both ~ome to bad ~nds . From
hi S studies he concluded that
Tricky had lallen becausc he
had grasped so much power to

11IIllseil that hc ha(1 no one 11'11
to blanll' when [roulJll' s[artcd
and thai poor monSll'ur l"Ill'I'cy
hadma(ll' thl'c1asslc mi staKe 01
SlllToullliln g Ilimsell with lood.
COnll(ll·nt. anO capable a(l·
vi sors . \\ hell.

~IS

P\'(.'I'Y

real

polllician knows. an a(II'lsor 's
main lunction b to Ill' such a
bumlliing clolnllsh loollilat the
press anO conll'(llan s Will spend
all thl'lr tlllle watching anel
maklllg lun ot tile a(l\"Isor anu
won 't han' much tlille to pia,
up thl' character taults 01 thl'
PreSident. .\Ion ...\rtalr was In
no I\'ay gOing [0 Ill' [rapped lJy
[hiS prol)lem . Ill' ha(1 III lact
"plckc(1 hiS OWII [,1I1lI11' Wltll th"
;des lgn III 1Il1ll(!. Enough 110\\
'Inth thl' nlCl' Irll·ollt lcs. I han' a
:story to Icll. :-'0 then til till'
adventure 01 ..\rtalr ancl thl'
Golden Fleece ' or how a criSIS
ill the hand IS wortll sl'l'eral III
the IJOok '.

Scene : . \n underground i101ll1H
proof vegetable warehouse near
the palace of Artair where the
President and his closest adV1SUl'S are met ID secret sess Ion
to decide the fate of the nation.
Mon . Artair has selected his
advisors in order to obtain the
greatest posslbll' number 01
viewpoints for any given issue.
Gathered with him now are his
military,
legal,
religious,
allalrs
polilical.
lorelgn
congressional. pUI)IIC relations.
and
sClentlllc.
IIltellectual.
nalional security ildl' lSors. In
addition. t ilree cxperts on In ternal atlalrs wilo speCialize In
areas 01 hiS nalion that nClther

Say

lICHEES£, PLEASEII
and get
FREE CHEESE
on a coney.
Expires February 25, 1980

1202 N. Bishop Rolla, MO
Hours: 6:30 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Open till 12 midnight Fri. & Sat.

President Artair nor any of his
ad\"lsors are lam IliaI' With a re
present. Thesc ad\"lsors are
nll'knamect I respe~li\"ely aiter
their regions , \ortil. East. and
\h'st. The preSident IS calling
tile meellng to onter and I)egllls
l\"Itil a IPI\' opening remarks .
Artair: Gentlemen before
each of you is a folder holding a
report on the events that have
occured in the past four days .
These days have shown us the
begining of the end of many of
our troubles and flowering of
many new problems. We are all

well aware of the current
situation and I wish to hear you
opimons so 1 Will now Yield the
floor for discussion. Yes, Mr
Adimit
Foreign
AlUms :
Gentile
men, the crisis in Iwalk has
reached a point of desision. I

feel that within the next two or
three weeks It will become a
thing of hiStory, one way or the
other.
Public Relations: Exactly!
Mon, President the men in my
department feel that no more
(Continued on Page 9)

Get Your Sound Together at. ..
The Sound Center's WAREHOUSE SALE
FEBRUARY 28, 29, MARCH 1

napalillasteel

At Republic Steel,we're
building a super team.
And you could be
one of our bigh draft
choices·-for a super
career in steel.
You'll feel a sense of strength and vitality at Republic
Steel. For good reasons. We're looking to the future,
in every department. And shaping it, through excellence
in management. At Republic, millions are being planned
for large-scale modernization programs, and millions
more for new, state-of-the-art facilities. We've always been
a leader in steelmaking technology, and our research is
finding new products to solve industry problemsstronger, lighter weight, more advanced steels. And this
is only part of everything that's happening .
You'll find sophisticated management in every area.
Management that wants you to take part -to stretch,
grow, and contribute. There is no industry more essential
than steel, and no challenges more demanding than
those you'll face at Republic Steel today. The continuing
challenges that differentiate a career from a job. And
entry level opportunities are open, equally, to all who
qualify. Make plans to see the Republic representative
who will visit your campus soon.
"an equal opportunity employer"

Republic will visit University of Missouri
Rolla on Tuesday, March the 4

napaliliasteel
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equation. The unsuspecting
student rejoices. Surely I can
work that one out! Receiving a
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student's attention on tll..e part
where the error came in. Thus,
little by little the professor

<!engineering ~bronicles

GOULD INNOVATIONS
CHICAGO - A company which has consistently played a key role in the technologies of electronics, electromechanics,
electrochemistry, and metallurg y is
GOULD INC.
Since 1967, Gould has grown almost 16fold to become the market or technology
leader in more than half of its 4,000 electrical / electronic and industri·a l products.
The following stories highlight a few of
the thousands, but perhaps little known,
achievements engineered by Gould.

1"111

tliii
IW

ZINC-AIR
BUTTON
CELL
Gould's development of the Activair;Ma
zinc-air battery, out performs its competitors in hearing aids and other electronic
devices. This product received the presti~
gious IR-IOO award as one of the top technological developments of 1977.

E-plus™ MOTORS:
ENERGY SAVERS
Combining performance and conservation , Gould's multiple-horsepower electric
motors offer energy savings of up to 20%
over conventional motors.

Sealed

maintenance
free batteries

MONITORING PULSE AND BLOOD PRESSURE - Sterile, disposable
transducer domes minimize the risks of infection during vital sign monitory
of critically ill patients.

Electric cars
Applying its expertise in battery technology, Gould engineers are working toward
making the electric vehicle as a family
"seco nd" car practical. Currently, nickelzi nc battery technology seems most
promISIng.

SPECIAL FEATURE
GOULD RECRUITERS
HERE TO MEET
ENGINEERING GRADS
University of Missouri, Rolla - 2/28/80 &

2/29/80

REPRESENTATIVES
FROM THIS GROUP
WILL BE ON CAMPUS:
ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS
GROUP

To attract top engineering and teclfnical
talent, Gould Representatives will be visiting the U of Missouri, Rolla campus on
February 28th & 29th to talk with soon to
be grads. Discussions will focus on engine_e ring and technical career opportunities.
Combining maximum flexibility with
comprehensive career development programs along technical and management
routes Gould's Techical Development Program provides grads a sound basis for successful careers in engineering.
If you're a graduate in Electrical, Ind·ustrial , Mechanical or General - be sure to
stop by the Placement Office and check on
the details. If unable to meet with Gould's
Representative, send your resume to:
Gould Inc., Manager-Technical Development Program, 10 Gould Center, Rolling
Meadows, Illinois 60008. Gould is an equal
opportunity employer M / F.

Gould pioneered battery technology by
being the first to commercialize the completely sealed and maintenance-free automotive battery which now dominates the
automotive market.

Simulator systems
Gould's new flight simulators reduce
training costs and risk factors associated
with the actual operation of aircraft.

-) GOULD
An Electrical/Electronics Company

